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On the Coefficients in the Associative Expansion of a Lie Word 
DIETER BLESSENOHL AND HARTMUT LAUE 
The free Lie algebra on a generating set X is contained in the free associative algebra over X 
in a canonical way. Hence any Lie element is a linear combination of associative monomials. 
Using characters of the symmetric group on X, we prove relations between the arising 
coefficients. 
1. INTRODUCIlON 
Let n be a natural number, F a field of characteristic 0, and A the free associative 
F-algebra generated by n free generators Xv • •• ,Xn • We write 0 for the usual Lie 
product in A (i.e. u 0 v : = uv - vu for all u, v E A). According to a well known theorem 
by Witt, Xv •.. , Xn generate freely a free Lie subalgebra L of (A, +,0) 
[4, V, Theorem 7; 1,2.3.3]. Let ~ be the subset of the symmetric group fl'n the 
elements of which occur in the associative expansion of the standard Lie word, i.e. the 
set of permutations 1r such that 
X l OX2°" 'OXn = L E(1r)Xln " • X""' 
nelr 
E(1r) E F\{O}, 
where, inductively, XIO • •• °Xn := (Xl 0 ••• °Xn_l)oXn • Then ~= {1r 11r E fl'n, 11r >21r > 
... > 1 < ... < (n - 1)1r < n1r}, and E(1r) = -( _1)ln-1 for all1r E it'. Hence it' consists 
of all permutations 1r which have a unique local minimum: E(1r) = -1 if that minimum 
is even; E(1r) = 1 if it is odd. 
In contrast with this combinatorially simple description of the elements of it', their 
cycle decompositions, unfortunately, do not show obvious regularities at first glance. It 
is not even clear if every conjugacy class of [In is represented by an element of ~ (we 
conjecture that the answer to this question will be in the affirmative), let alone the 
general question as to which or how many permutations in ~ belong to the same 
conjugacy class of fl'n. 
If b denotes a k-tuple (d l , ••• , dk ) of natural numbers dj such that dl ;;::. d2 ;;::. ••• ;;::. dk 
and dl + d2 + ... + dk = n, we write cgb for the conjugacy class of fl'n which consists of 
all permutations of cycle type b (i.e. which are products of k disjoint cycles of lengths 
d l , •.• , dk )· 
THEOREM. For all cycle types b, 
L E(1r) = {1l(d) 
nelrn'€. 0 
if b = (d, . .. , d), 
otherwise. 
In other words, if 1r E it'is not conjugate to a power of a longest cycle in fl'n, then ~ 
contains just as many conjugates of 1r with an even minimum as conjugates of 1r with 
an odd minimum. In the other case, the difference between these numbers is 1, -1 or 
0, depending on the value of the Mobius function of the (unique) cycle length d which 
occurs in the cycle decomposition of 1r. 
For n ~ 7, Table 1 contains the elements 1r of it', indicating also the sign of E(1r), 
and taking account of further properties which are the contents of our Lemmas 1 and 
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TABLE 1 
The elements of il? as products of cycles 
~ n 
----------------------------------------------------
2 
id 
2! 
3! 
4! 
4!3 
-(21) 
! 
4!3 
5! 
5!3 
5!4 
!2! 
! 
!2! 
5!4 
5!3 
! 
!2! 
6! 
6!3! 
6!5! 
6!4! 
6!5! 
2! 
4!2! 
6!4! 
6!3! 
6!5! 
6!5! 
6!5! 
6!5! 
7! 
7!3! 
7!5! 
7!4! 
7!6! 
7!6! 
7!5! 
7!6! 
7!6! 
2! 
4! 
4!3! 
2! 
4!3!2! 
2! 
2! 
4! 
4!2! 
5!2! 
5!3!2! 
7!4! 
7!3! 
7!5! 
7!5! 
7!6! 
7!6! 
2! 
7!6! 
7!5! 
7!6! 
7!6! 
7!6! 
7!S! 
4! 
4!3! 
5!3! 
4!3!2! 
2! 
5! 
4!2! 
4!3! 
4!3!2! 
3 4 5 
(31) 
-(321) (431) 
-(4321) (5431) 
(4231) -(5241) 
-(41) (32) (51) (42) 
-(54321) 
(54231) 
-(53241) 
(531) (42) 
-(541) (32) 
6 7 8 
(65431) 
-(65241) 
(64251) 
-(641) (52) 
(651) (42) 
-(654321) (765431) 
(654231) -(765241) 
(642531) -(752641) 
-(653241) (764251) 
(634251) -(735261) 
(6531) (42) -(7641) (52) 
-(6541) (32) (7651)(42) 
-(6341) (52) (7351) (62) 
(6251)(43) -(7261) (53) 
-(641) (532) (751) (642) 
-(61) (52) (43) (71) (62) (53) 
-(7654321) (8765431) 
(7654231) -(8765241) 
(7642531) -(8752641) 
-(7653241) (8764251) 
-(7532641) (8642751) 
-(7526341) (8627351) 
(7634251) -(8735261) 
(7426351) -(8527361) 
-(7435261) (8536271) 
(76531) (42) -(87641) (52) 
-(76541) (32) (87651)(42) 
-(76341) (52) (87351) (62) 
(76251) (43) -(87261) (53) 
(74351) (62) -(85361) (72) 
-(75261) (43) (86271) (53) 
(7531) (642) -(8641) (752) 
-(7641) (532) (8751) (642) 
-(6352) (741) (7362) (851) 
(6342) (751) -(7352) (861) 
(751) (62) (43) -(861) (72) (53) 
-(761) (52) (43) (871) (62) (53) 
~1 
3!2! 
4!2! 
5!2! 
5!4!3! 
5!4!3!2! 
6!2! 
6!4!3! 
6!5!3!2! 
6!S!3! 
6!4!3!2! 
7!2! 
7!4!3! 
7!6!3! 
7!5!3!2! 
7!6!5!4!2! 
7!5!3! 
7!4!3!2! 
7!6!5!4! 
7!6!5!4!3! 
7!6!3!2! 
7!6!5!4!3!2! 
8!2! 
8!4!3! 
8!6!3! 
8!5!3!2! 
8!7!3!2! 
8!7!5!4! 
8!6!5!4!2! 
8!7!6!4!2! 
8!7!6!4!3!2! 
8!5!3! 
8!4!3!2! 
8!6!5!4! 
8!6!5!4!3! 
8!7!6!4!3! 
8!7!5!4!3!2! 
8!7!3! 
8!6!3!2! 
8!7!6!4! 
8!7!S!4!2! 
8!7!5!4!3! 
8!6!5!4!3!2! 
2. The main idea of the proof is to give interpretations of the sums in question in terms 
of certain characters of !:In. . 
We would like to thank the referees for their useful suggestions and information. In 
particular, it is a suprising coincidence that the above theorem ~s independently been 
proved by A. M. Garsia, in a remarkably general form [3, Proposition 5.1]. His paper 
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provides an elegant approach to various major results in this and related areas. 
Moreover, we take the opportunity to refer to [6] where an independent attempt is 
made to present a unifying treatment of the links between a number of those theorems. 
In that context, Lemma 1 of this paper proves to be of particular significance. 
2. THE PROOF AND MORE DETAILED RESULTS ON il' 
The F -subspace :£ of L which is generated by all Lie monomials x 10 o ••• ° Xno 
(a E 9'n) is an F9'n-submodule of A (where the action of 9'n on A is given by permuting 
the variables Xl> .•• ,xn ). One has [2, (13)] 
(XI0 o ••• °Xno)P = Xlop o •• • oxnop for all a, P E 9'n. 
(Throughout this paper, ap means 'first a, then p', for all a, p E 9'n.) Let J be the 
right ideal of generalized Jacobi identities, i.e. the kernel of the F9'n- right module 
epimorphism 
L coa~ L CoXl0 0 ••• OXno (co EF). 
aeY'n aeYn 
We write fl for the stabilizer of 1 in 9'n, and set 
TJj := - L (_I)ln-I.7l', 
nellf 
In=j 
By the main result of [2], the elements a - TJlo-la where a E 9'n \fl, form an F-basis of 
J. Exploiting this theorem, we shall study the character X.1 of 9'n afforded by the 
module J. 
If a E fl, then (a - TJlo-la)a = all' - TJl(oa) - laa. Hence, as an Ffl-module, J is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of n - 1 regular modules. This means that 
{
(n -I)! (n -1) 
X.1(a) = 0 
Now let a E 9'n \ fl. Then for all a E 9'n \fl we have 
if a = id, 
if a E ff\{id}. 
(a - TJlo-la)a = all' + L (-I)ln- l.7l'aa. 
nellf 
IJto=1 
As this is an element of J, [2, Remark] implies that it is equal to 
a( all' - TJl(oa)-laa) + L (_I)IJt -I(.7l'aa - TJl(Jtoa)-I.7l'aa) 
Jtellf 
Ino=1 
(1) 
where a=1 if laa=l=l, a=O if laa=l. As a =1= id, we have a-TJlo-la=l=aa-
TJ l(oa)- I all'. Furthermore, for each a E 9'n \fl there is at most one .7l' E il' such that 
l.7l'a = 1 and a - TJlo- ~a = .7l'aa - TJl(noa)-I.7l'aa, i.e. such that l.7l'a = 1 and .7l'0 = a-I. 
For every .7l'Eil' we set OU(.7l'):={alaE9'n, l.7l'a=I}, 'V(.7l'):={alae9'nJ .7l'0= 
a-I}. Then OU(.7l') n 'V(.7l') =1= 0 iff .7l' is conjugate to a-I under some element of fl, and 
then IOU(.7l') n 'V(.7l') I = Ifln Cy .(a-1)1 = IC.<y(a)l· Observing that X.1(a) = X.1(a- 1) as 
a-9', a-I, it follows that 
. 
X.1(a) = I C.<y(a) I L (_I)ln- 1 (2) 
nellf 
As every a e 9'n \{id} which has a fixed point is conjugate to both an element of 
ff\{id} and an element of 9'n \fl, (1) and (2) imply 
L (_I)ln-1 = 0 if a E 9'n \{id} has a fixed point, (3) 
nellf 
n-fTt::r 
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because there is no summand if a E .o/\{id}. Hence we have also 
X., (a) = IC:T(a)1 2: (-1)1,,-1 for all a E fin \{id}. 
nElf' 
The statement (3) may be viewed as the harmless part of: 
LEMMA 1. For all a E fin, 
if a E <:fi(d •...• d), 
otherwise. 
(4) 
PROOF. Assume that F contains a primitive nth root of unity E, and put 
-r:= (1, ... , n). As a consequence of a theorem of Klyachko [5; 1, 4.(31)], we have 
the following isomorphism of Ffln-modules: 
2=M~ W 
where M is a faithful 1-dimensional (-r) -module over F. Let A be the character of F ( -r) 
with respect to M. As Fflnl J = 2, (5) implies that 
X.1 + AY • ~s the regular character of [In' (6) 
Hence, if a E [In is not conjugate to a power of -r, then X.1(a) = O. By (4), this yields 
2: (_1)1,,-1 = 0 if a is not conjugate to a power of -r. 
"Elf' 
n - $'cr 
If, on the other hand, a is of cycle type (d, ... , d), then 
AY'(a) =.!. 2: A(aj 
n DEY. 
aOE(T) 
= .!.ICy .( (-r"ld»1 2: Em1d 
n (r.d)=1 
1""r""d 
1 
= -ICy (a)lll(d) n • (by, e.g., [1,3.1.2]) 
= IC:T(a)lll(d) 
(7) 
as there is a cycle -r' of length n such that -r' nld = a. Clearly, -r' centralizes a, and 
[!I( T') = fin, [!In (-r') = {id}. Now (6) and (2) imply that, for d:l= 1, 
2: (_1)1><-1 = -Il(d) if a E <:fi(d •. ..• d). (8) 
But (8) is trivially true if d = 1 (i.e. a = id). Thus (7) and (8) yield the claim. 0 
Now it is easy to derive the theorem from Lemma 1. Let b be a cycle type. Consider 
first the case that b = (d, ... , d) for some d, and choose a E <:fib' Then Cy.(a) . [!I = 
fin. Hence for all :rc E fin the conditions that :rc -:T a and :rc - y. a are equivalent. Thus 
<€b is the [!I-orbit of a, yielding 
"Elf' 
by the upper part of Lemma 1. 
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Secondly, suppose that b is not the type of a power of T. As ~b is the disjoint union 
of the .o/"-orbits (J in ~b' we have 
2: e(Jr) = - 2: 2: (_1)1,.-1 = 0, 
(J ,.Elf'n(J 
by the lower part of Lemma 1. D 
Our proof rests on KJyachko's result (5) as it yields the non-trivial statement that 
X.1(a) = 0 if a is not conjugate to a power of T. We should remark that, conversely, 
Lemma 1 implies (6) by virtue of (4) and (1). Clearly, (6) is equivalent to (5) as FYn / ,1 
and ;e are isomorphic FYn-modules. In this sense, one might say that Lemma 1 is a 
combinatorial version of (5). As its proof shows, it may be regarded as a refinement 
upon the theorem and therefore as the stronger of the two results. Obviously, its 
difficult part is the case that a has no fixed point. For a permutation a with a fixed 
point, (3) was proved using results on the module ,1 only. We shall now give a 
considerable refinement upon (3). Given any .o/"-orbit (J of non-identity permutations 
with a fixed point, we construct a coupling of the elements of X n (J so that 
e(Jr) + e(Jr*) = 0 if Jr and Jr* form a couple. We set 
n:= (j, ... , 1) for all natural numbers j. 
The following statement has implicitly been stated by C. Reutenauer (see [3], after 
Proposition 1.1). A more direct reference is [2, Proposition]: 
Every Jr E X has a unique representation of the form 
Jr = h! j2! ... jk!, where k ~ 0 and n ~ j1 > ... > jk > 1, and (9) 
all these products belong to X. 
The first part of the following remark is easily seen, and it implies its subsequent 
statements. 
REMARK. Let n ~ j1 > ... > jk > 1 and Jr = j1! j2! .. 'jk!' Then: 
(i) IJr = j1, 2Jr = h, ... , kJr = jk and (k + I)Jr = 1; 
(ii) if I E {I, 2, ... ,j1}' then IJr = I iff 1= h· 
In particular, every Jr E X has at most one fixed point in {I, 2, ... ,IJr}. 
Let Xl be the set of all Jr E i!t\{id} which have a fixed point in {I, 2, ... ,IJr}, and 
i!to be the set of all Jr E X which have a fixed point but not in {I, 2, ... ,IJr}. (Then, of 
course, Xo U Xl is the set of all Jr E i!t\{id} which have a fixed point.) For every Jr E Xl 
we define Jr*:= Jr(13t ..... f +1.f), where IE {2, ... , IJr} is a fixed point of Jr. 
LEMMA 2. II Jr E X1> then Jr* E Xo and (_1)1,.-1 + (_1)1,.0-1 = O. The mapping 
Jr- Jr* is a bijection 01 Xl onto Xo· 
(As (IJr, ... ,I + 1, f) E.o/", the couples {Jr, Jr*} subdivide the partition of i!to U Xl 
given by .o/"-conjugacy. Thus (3) is an immediate consequence.) 
PROOF. Let Jr E Xl and n ~ j1 > ... > jk > 1 as in (9). Then, by (i), 1= h, and hence 
I <h-1 < ... <j1' Therefore, U = (j;, ... ,I + 1,1 - 1, ... , 1)(1 - 1, f) for I",;; i",;; 
1-1, and 
j1! j2!' .. h-1! 
= (h, . .. ,I + 1,/ -1, ... , 1)(f -1,f)'" (jf-1>' .. ,I + 1,/ -1, ... , 1)(f - 1,f) 
= (j1> ... ,/ + 1,/ -1, ... ,1)· .. (jf-1" .. ,/ + 1,/ -1, ... , 1)(I,f)' .. (f -1,f) 
= (j1> ... ,I + 1,/ -1, ... , 1)· .. (jf-1>' .. ,/ + 1,/ -1, ... ,1)(1, ... ,f) 
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whence 
iti' .. iti = iti· .. it-ti f i = «it - 1)L· .. (if-t -I)L)(f.t+1, ... ,h ). 
As it+li' .. id is centralized by (it> ... , f + 1, n, we conclude that 
Jr* = (iIi· . . iti)(h, .. . .[+1,f)it+1i· .. hi 
= (jl - 1)L· .. (jt-t - IH if+ti' .. id 
e .?eo: 
The fixed point numbers of the conjugate permutations Jr and Jr* coincide, 
i1 + 1" .. .. , n are fixed points of both Jr and Jr*, and so i1 is necessarily the unique 
further ' fixed point of Jr*. We have 
(_1)1,..-1 + (_1)1",0-1 = (_I)k+l + (_I)k = 0, 
and, by (ii) and the uniqueness property in (9), the mapping Jr~ Jr* is injective. If 
1J1e.?eo, there is a (unique) ge{2, ... ,n-l} such that (g-I)1jJ>g-l~g1J1. If 
1J1 = iIi, .. iii is the representation of 1J1 according to (9), then Jr:= (il + 
1 H· .. (ig-l + 1 H g i igi' .. iii is an element of .?e1 such that Jr* = 1jJ; we have simply 
reversed the process which led from Jr to Jr*. The proof is complete. 0 
The cycle decompositions of the elements Jr e ~ up to n = 7 (and part of the case 
n = 8) are given in Table 1, with the signs of E(Jr). Fix n and consider only the columns 
of the table up to the chosen number n. All fixed-point-free permutations of 
{I, .. . ,j}, i < n, which are listed in the ith column below the step-line, may be 
interpreted as permutations of {I , ... , n} the fixed points of which are exactly 
j + 1, .. . , n, and hence as elements of .?eo. Thus the elements of .?eo are listed in the 
first n - 1 columns below the step-line, and those of ~1 in columns 2 to n above the 
step-line. Elements of ~ which represent the same conjugacy class under ;Y are united 
in a block, illustrating Lemma 1. (Example: {7 i 6i, 7 i 5i 2i, 8i 7 i 3i, 8i 6i 3i 2i} is 
a block in this sense. Note that {7i 6i 5i, 7i 6i 4i2i, 8i 7i 6i 4i , 8171 5i 41 2i} is a 
new block, the elements of which, however, have the same cycle structure as those of 
the foregoing one. This illustrates the fact that Lemma 1 is indeed a refinement of the 
theorem.) Each row couples two elements (of the same block) which correspond to 
each other in the sense of Lemma 2. 
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